
FINE MUSIC RADIO BUSINESS PLAN

From the traditional focus areas of investment planning, wealth and market commentary, Classic Business explores a
range of pillar topics that underpin the .

Thank you for making our radio project possible for a long time with your monetisation service. Renamed
SEN Sports Entertainment Network , it has since made big ratings gains, apparently confounding industry
fears that, with heavy sports programming by established commercial operators, additional sports
programming by the new narrowcasters, and the increasing proportion of sport in television schedules, the
sports market would be oversupplied. John Soulpark soulsideradio. FM conversions organised under the
National Radio Plan provoked much animosity in the industry because of high auction prices, and five of the
14 proposals for AM-to-FM conversion collapsed between and  Click here to start creating your station. The
local planning processes of the Act were intended to bring about competition structurally, with some
duplication across the different sectors to ensure diversity beyond the mainstream commercial services.
Melbourne is often described as Australia's sports capital, and the broadcasting of sport descriptions, sports
news and sports gossip occupies many hours on most stations, including the rock stations; Triple M, for
example, broadcasts major football commentaries, and NOVA added the Collingwood Football Club captain,
Nathan Buckley, to its morning-show team in  Changes to the system began in the early s as a result of the
confluence of many social, cultural, political, economic and technological forces. The migration of sporting
stars to major roles in the television and radio industries - often in roles unrelated to sport - is a distinguishing
feature of Melbourne's media culture. While publicly opposing moves by the ABC to establish an independent
news service, they moved quickly to establish their own radio holdings, beginning with the acquisition of 3DB
by Keith Murdoch's Herald and Weekly Times Group in  Attacked by the commercial stations, HITZ-FM was
unsuccessful in its attempts at gaining a permanent community licence: the Australian Broadcasting Authority
deemed its programming to be commercial in character, rather than 'community', though no commercial
station has since occupied this niche. Although sport broadcasting survived the introduction of television in ,
the rest of the weekly format was dramatically changed. In the early days of radio, the press jealously guarded
their access to sports coverage, fearing that radio's immediacy might put them out of business. What about
licensing? So too did the variety shows and many of their presenters, whose star status was magnified on the
small screen. The media-regulation system was reformed in with the passing of the Broadcasting Services Act.
The decision in by the Herald and Weekly Times Group to begin publishing The listener in, the first
Australian program guide and magazine about radio, signalled the rapid transformation of radio from
communications to broadcast medium, and the imminent development of a substantial radio market.
Compelled to find a new niche, radio capitalised on its strengths, developing the broad spectrum of talk, sport
and music stations that is available in the city today. Click here for more info. A ban on the broadcasting of all
football and horseracing in Melbourne, which lasted from to , produced some extraordinary responses:
Jacqueline Kent notes that 'race callers and commentators could be seen climbing trees and light poles in a
desperate attempt to update listeners'. For both these products, you can monetize your radio station and access
the Radio Manager Online. After the one-station-per-market rule was changed to allow two stations per
market, and after the abolition of network limits in , Austereo acquired Hoyts Media and Village Roadshow
stations both in Melbourne FOX FM and 3EON, rebadged as Triple M and nationally, making the new rock
network the undisputed market leader until NOVA 's challenge after  Development of new services in the mids
brought about diversity in Melbourne radio. New services have been established in all sectors: public service
with the Australian Broadcasting Corporation [ABC] and Special Broadcasting Service [SBS] , commercial
and community including six low-powered community suburban services licensed during the s. News radio
and talk are strongly supported formats in Melbourne, with long histories of both industry expertise and
audience support. Shoutcast is continually improving and updating their Internet Radio Facilities to the latest
state of the art broadcasting platform By Jon Faine, its morning talk host, was highly regarded and influential,
occasionally winning the ratings against the market leader 3AW's Neil Mitchell, doyen of Melbourne talkback.
New expatriate national and cultural groups emerged in Melbourne following the postwar global diaspora; the
cultural needs of women's, gay and lesbian, and Aboriginal groups were increasingly seen as politically
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important; cultural industries such as advertising, film, music and television were acknowledged by
governments as the new sources of economic growth, and the opening up of FM services on the VHF
broadcast band was enabled by a mix of old transmission technology, new political will, falling costs and
technical improvements, resulting in the multiplication of services. At the bottom of the ratings for years, 3AK
moved at the beginning of to an all-sport niche format, complete with an all-star sports on-air line-up. As local
programming developed, presenters became 'personalities', their lives a matter of public interest. The
development of commercial FM services in the s was not without its problems. Live drama, popular quizzes,
comedies and children's programs, many demanding a studio audience, became a part of the city's life. Nine
years later, in , NOVA commenced operations, but its entry to Melbourne airwaves signalled important
changes: more competition in popular music radio, the relaxation of foreign-ownership restrictions NOVA is
owned by the English Daily Mail Group and the end of the old comprehensive services 'something for
everyone' in favour of new targeted services aimed at specific audience demographics. The ageing of the
population and the increasing affluence of older listeners have resulted in new uses for AM radio, with many
converting to news, talk and sport formats. Still have questions? Its early history provides many examples of
technical innovation: Australia's first telegraph line, from Williamstown to Melbourne, opened in ; the
Melbourne Telephone Exchange, Australia's first, was established in , and not far from Melbourne, the
Marconi Company's two-way radio station opened at Queenscliff, Victoria, in , another Australian first and a
model for subsequent developments by the Commonwealth. The radical broadcaster 3CR, which had been
doing trial broadcasts for some time, commenced as a Left and trade union service in licensed under the
Wireless Telegraphy Act as 'limited commercial'.


